HEY U OF A...
CHECK IT OUT

- NO SHERBET, SORBET, OR ICE CREAM
- NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS
- NO HIGH FRUCTOSE SYRUP
- NO ADDED SUGAR
= LOWER CALORIES & CARBS

ESPRESSO BAR + CHAI LATTES

2739 E SPEEDWAY 321-XOOM
6222 E SPEEDWAY 790-XOOM
3055 N CAMPBELL 318-XOOM
OPEN 7AM

PROTEIN POWER SHAKES
ESPRESSO INFUSIONALS
MAXIMUM SMOOTHIES
TEATONICS

FREE HANGOVER XOOMER EVERY SAT & SUN WITH CAT CARD
good thru 5/04

BUCK OFF ANY REGULAR SMOOTHIE WITH COUPON
good thru 5/04

FREE XOOMER OF YOUR CHOICE WITH COUPON
good thru 5/04